
wars Anyone who's followed XBXRX from their teen years knows better than to try 
and predict their next move. That their radical bent has only grown with 
time is a marvel indeed.

The nearly two years since they recorded their last album Sixth In Sixes have 
seen XBXRX bringing their jubilant and notorious live shows to every corner of 
the Earth - but back home in their Oakland, CA basement they've been hard at 
work, testing themselves and their every musical assumption. The result is their 
best record yet!

WARS shows XBXRX in a state of constant struggle. It is both the tale of the 
many battles they have chosen to fight, and a way to cope with the ones 
they, and we, have no choice but to fight. More than anything WARS docu-
ments a band at war with itself, bettering itself. One listen and you can't help 
but be caught up in their frenzy. They champion those of us who can't 
understand how we ended up on this crazy planet, but are desperate to make 
something of our indignation.

XBXRX has always channeled that deep need to destroy into an even deeper 
need to CREATE. This is punk radically and ruthlessly reconstructed from 
basic elements, like an entirely new language wrought from dead syllables. 
For them punk is, and ever was, an ethic, not just a haircut and some guitar 
chords. Every roughhewn twist and turn in these new songs radiates restless 
genius, like diamonds in the debris of a crumbling civilization.

I keep saying "punk" but honestly where do you put XBXRX in the record 
store? There's something in their spirit that transcends genre, and you're 
as likely to encounter them in basements and art galleries as you are 
co-headlining the End Times Festival with the BOREDOMS, or opening for 
PEACHES, or SONIC YOUTH. Actually, to this listener XBXRX gushes with the 
kind of urgency that puts them in a league with early PUBLIC ENEMY: raw, 
politically charged, often funny, always HARD, rebuilt from the ground up, 
gaining its well-deserved following by word-of-mouth, requiring no 
endorsements from the mainstream.

And in a way XBXRX surpasses them all - without a hint of pretension, they 
can turn collective anger into a collective celebration. Anyone who's been 
to their shows has witnessed this magic firsthand. You grin in recognition 
of their sheer ingenuity. You laugh out loud at their audacity to do the 
outrageous and say what no one else will dare.

To call WARS "in-your-face" would be a massive understatement, but it's not 
really that simple. In place of the last album's almost inhumanly massive 
Wall-Of-Screech is a simpler, but ultimately more varied and listenable 
sound. The drums and bass are satisfyingly physical and immediate as they 
expertly build their steamrolling patters, only to interrupt them without 
warning. Every grain of guitar grit crackles before your ear. Assorted 
stompboxes make unexpected appearances and are just as suddenly 
discarded. And the inimitable charisma for which Vice Cooler is fast becoming 
famous, both in fronting XBXRX and as his alter ego HAWNAY TROOF, is 
captured better than ever. -Greg Saunier
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Track Listing

1. center where sight
2. freezing water
3. sheets and organs
4. here to ruin the party
5. eighth war
6. suffocation
7. minds
8. sons of horn
9. in veins
10. towers of silence
11. day eleven
12. ear ever hear
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xbxrx Bio 
 
Over the years xbxrx's joyous, high-energy musical outpourings have been championed by many major 
figures in underground rock, having opened on tours with admirers such as Sonic Youth, Peaches, 
Unwound, Mr. Quintron, Deerhoof and Q and Not U as well as having worked with accomplished 
producers like Steve Albini, Ian MacKaye, Vern Rumsey, Don Zientara and Tim Kerr. The band has 
continued to progress and with their latest album wars (Polyvinyl, April 2007) the group continues to 
expand their musical horizons, incorporating a wider palette of textures, rhythm and structure as well as 
gaining a newfound clarity in the vocals. Never wishing to repeat themselves, the band has made a 
conscious effort to move beyond the non-stop blastbeat/screaming assault of previous releases (achieving 
its noisy pinnacle on the 2003 Narnack 7"), while retaining the vigorous exhilaration that people expect 
from them.  
 

The legend of xbxrx began back in 1998 as a group of southern-bred kids (aged 13 to 15) funneled their 
collective energies into creating a rowdy, positive reaction to the complacency they saw around them in 
society and the music scene in general.  The youths hit the studio soon after, tracking their initial sides 
before heading off in the first of almost 30 separate tours to date.  That initial east coast jaunt threw down 
a gauntlet for standards of high octane performance: blazing from town to town in a van stolen outright 
from the bass player's mother; leaving a smoldering pile of decimated guitars, drums and keyboards in the 
wake; and racking up a kamikaze-like tally of hospital visits, broken limbs, concussions and general 
mayhem - all of this in a hyper-compressed set duration of 8 minutes!!!  xbxrx regularly incorporated 
such over-the-top methods as bombarding the audience with colorful flashing lights, hundreds of balloons 
and group hugs in an attempt to make the xbxrx experience something much more than just another show.  
 

Word of mouth about xbxrx's insanely inspired live performances spread like wildfire, leading up to their 
debut full-length gop ist minee (5RC/Tapes Records, 2000).  Since then xbxrx has steadily issued seven 
inches on labels like GSL, Narnack and others in order to compliment their non-stop touring.  In 2005 the 
group was signed to Polyvinyl and released their second album, the apocalyptic sixth in sixes followed by 
jaunts to Japan, Mexico, Canada and Europe as well as covering all corners of the United States. 
 

In 2007 the band plans to play more than 60 US dates, as well as return trips to Europe, Japan, Mexico 
and Canada in support of the wars album.  Other xbxrx releases slated for the year include the group's 
first proper music video, an experimental improvisation-based album and split singles with Japanther and 
Mika Miko.  Early in the year the band will announce a chance for their fans to help create a music video 
for the first single from wars.  
 
…splintered, jumpy, incessantly quick-changing noise-hardcore.  -NEW YORK TIMES 
 
xbxrx can not be touched.  -Wire 
 
…a much needed rock ‘n’ roll deconstructionist wake-up call.  -CMJ 
 
…blinding, nasty protest music that’ll pass you by if you blink an eye.  -DIW MAGAZINE 
 
…a tight-knit body of malevolent punk rock...exhilarating and cathartic...unremitting and abrasive.  -EXCLAIM! 
 
In a scene dominated by affected hipsters who get by with cheap wit and sexual euphemisms, XBXRX has raised the 
bar yet again. With neither Hella’s mind-numbing riffs nor the Locust’s chic fashion sense, the members of XBXRX 
are on a higher wavelength than their irony-loving peers. Like the oft-ridiculed hardcore bands of the late ‘80s, 
XBXRX is actually trying to make a statement.  -PREFIX MAGAZINE 
 
xbxrx are far from derivative, with  a sound, aesthetic, and philosophy that's all their own.  -CLAMOR MAGAZINE 
…without doubt xbxrx are a band to be experienced live.  -EXODUSTER 
 
...passionate.  -ION MAGAZINE 



 



 



 



 




